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Part 1: Open to the Public – Item No.

REPORT OF:

 Strategic Director for Service Reform

TO
Overview and Scrutiny Board

ON 
7th October 2020

TITLE: Pandemic recovery - workforce and digital update

RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. That the Overview Scrutiny Board note the contents of the report including 
progress made and next steps.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

This report sets out the council’s approach to ensuring that we have continued to 
both deliver and support the delivery of our frontline services through people and 
technology working together. Enabling our workforce to continue to deliver essential 
services whilst working from home and other locations throughout the pandemic.  

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS:

KEY DECISION: NO
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DETAILS:

1. Living and working with Covid-19 - building back a better and fairer
Salford

This report sets out the council’s approach to enabling our people to continue to work 
effectively and deliver essential services whilst working from home and other 
locations throughout the pandemic. Through people and technology working 
effectively together the council has ensured that we have both maintained and 
supported the delivery of essential services to our residents together with our local 
response to the pandemic.

2. Workforce Update

Our crisis response to the pandemic has proved our concept that work is what we do, 
what we achieve and the outcomes we deliver – not just somewhere you go.
As an organisation we have continued to both deliver and support the delivery of our 
frontline services through people and technology working together. Enabling our 
workforce to continue to deliver essential services whilst working from home and 
other locations throughout the pandemic.  Those services and teams whereby there 
is a service imperative or specific role requirement that requires workspace to be 
available in the city (i.e. a community-based service, a role working with children and 
families or visiting premises in the city) and individuals with an unsuitable home 
working environment have also been enabled to safely have access to a Covid 
secure workspace across our estate.

It is likely to be some time before we are able to welcome more people back to our 
office spaces; therefore, it is an ideal time to think more creatively about the most 
effective ways of working using the principles of [My]Work to ‘build back a better 
fairer Salford’.

This update outlines the progress to date on achieving these aims.
In response to the recent increases in transmission and rates of infection across the 
country the city council’s position remains that those staff who are able to work from 
home should continue to do so to restrict social mixing as much as possible.  
However, for those whose job role require them to be in a specific workplace we have 
ensured that all measures are implemented to ensure that their health, safety and 
wellbeing is our primary consideration.  

Therefore, our focus remains on ensuring that we continue to prioritise those 
services, teams and individuals with an urgent and immediate need for access to 
workspace in the city. 

Following a comprehensive organisational wide workplace requirement audit we 
identified three priority groups that fell into the above category.  All of those people 
working in the ‘priority one’ services have or will soon have completed a thorough 
reintroduction and reorientation programme and, where appropriate, have been 
assigned a designated workspace, been allocated to a bubble and are now able to 
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spend some time working from one of our buildings. These include teams who work 
with vulnerable children and families including social workers who require touch down 
and comfort space between visits, appropriate space to meet with families and for 
family contact. In addition, we have piloted and successfully launched a new Salford 
‘Workspace Access’ application that will help people access these workspaces in a 
Covid secure way. 

Work continues with priority groups two and three, including early help, teams 
working in communities such as technical services and teams visiting premises such 
as regulatory services. Our priority three group includes colleagues where it has been 
identified that they have an individual need and a specific requirement to work from 
one of our workspaces. The squad has worked closely with service leads and 
engaged with leadership teams to do site inspections and review workspaces for both 
of these groups and the aim is for most of these colleagues to be able to return to a 
workspace around the end of September early October. 

We are also reviewing those teams and services who have continued to work in our 
workspaces throughout the pandemic and work with them to review their workspace 
arrangements and requirements. We aim to do this by the end of October.
We have been working very closely with all priority groups to support and facilitate 
their return to the workplace particularly as a return to workspaces in the city in the 
current circumstances is very different to the way that people may have worked 
before. Ongoing support is being delivered through our Digital Eagles to support 
people to work in new and different ways together with full and detailed reinduction 
sessions supported by a digital ‘return to the workplace handbook.’  Leadership 
development has also been planned to support managers to focus on what people 
achieve and the outcomes and outputs that are delivered and support colleagues to 
work in a flexible and inclusive way.

2.1 The future of our workspaces

It has been recognised across the organisation that it is an ideal time to think more 
creatively about the most effective ways of working and make our available 
workspace fit for the future where some people may be at home, out in a community 
setting or in the office. Using the principles of [My]Work to ‘build back a better fairer 
Salford’:

• Health, safety and wellbeing first.
• Build on our values and the Spirit of Salford to maintain the sense of team and 

Salford identity.
• Maintaining frontline services.
• Maximising digital tools and technologies to work effectively and stay 

connected #DigitalFirst.
• Focus on outcomes.
• Enable maximum flexibility.
• Ensure inclusivity.
• Listening to people and co-design of future ways of working.
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The [My]Work Board and [My]Work Squad continue to build on what our people have 
been telling us over the past few months, reviewing what has gone well and how we 
can work moving forward. Feedback has been sought through our established staff 
groups such as the trade unions, Salford 100, virtual manager forum and the 
Exchange Network together with our recent communications and engagement 
survey, with the following themes emerging:

 Many people feel more productive and enjoy working from home but miss the 
human interaction, energy and creativity that comes from being with others.

 People would like the option to work in a blended way including working from 
home, in the workplace and within our communities. This blended approach 
fits perfectly with our MyWork principle that work is what we do, what we 
achieve and the outcomes we deliver – not just somewhere we go.

 Frontline colleagues have been using digital methods more and this helps to 
reduce travel and safely provide continued support to residents.

 Colleagues who work with children and families would like flexible space 
across our city.

 Many colleagues prefer virtual meetings and feels this should become the 
norm, they’re more effective, efficient and save time. However, if a meeting 
space is required then they’d like one to be available.

Workforce communications and engagement has been vital throughout and we have 
maintained regular and ongoing dialogue with the trade unions and our different staff 
groups. We are having constructive discussions with some of our trade union 
stewards about how we can build on the learning from the last six months to inform 
our future ways of working and we have had a similar discussion with our Salford100 
who have shared some really great and useful feedback. 

The [My]Work Squad have planned additional engagement with our people over the 
coming months to inform what our workspaces need to look like moving forward and 
expect proposed plans to be finalised by the end of December.  

3. Digital update

This section provides an update on:

 Redesign of ICT division
 Project updates 
 Digital You 

3.1 Redesign of ICT  

On 22nd September Workforce Panel agreed to the operating model, moving from a 
traditional Information, communication and technology (ICT) function to a more 
contemporary Digital, Data and Technology (DDaT) department. 
The approach taken to the redesign of the 
service has been in line with the city 
council’s change methodology ensuring that 
those involved had the opportunity to 
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understand where we are, where we needed to be and influence what needed to 
change.  
The new structure and new roles have been co-designed with the input of employees 
across the service, stakeholders and customers. Helping to shape the target 
operating model and new structure for the service, allowing the service to move to a 
digital first approach, enabling service users to be more self-sufficient.  

The redesign commenced in April 2019 and during this time over 100 cumulative 
hours were focused on employee involvement and engagement in designing the new 
operating model.  

The new redesigned function will allow a move away from a traditional model of 
information, communication and technology (ICT) to a new fit for the future model of 
digital, data and technology (DDaT). This type of contemporary operating model is 
essential to keep the council at the forefront of digital innovation at a GM and national 
level. 

This re-design will support the strategic aims of the council by underpinning the 
organisation with a clear data and insight function that is needed to support policy, 
service redesign and enable emerging place-based models around public sector 
reform. 

The new model will drive a target operating model that will: 
 Create a strong Senior Management 

team that can develop the strategic 
roadmap of services. 

 Better opportunities for ICT staff to 
develop their technical skills with 
more rewarding roles

 A robust Service Delivery function, 
providing great service from the 
helpdesk through to troubleshooting 
and delivery. Reducing the time taken 
to resolve critical issues and 
improving the service delivery.

 An expanded and re-focussed Development team, looking not just at 
supporting the current application set, but forward looking towards new 
systems coming online, and developing a different support strategy that allows 
the rapid integration on new systems and technologies.

 Improved implementation of DDaT projects and Work Plan’s through 
enhanced communication and greater technical understanding of Delivery 
Managers. Giving more opportunities to identify how better use of technology 
can streamline processes and systems within People, Place and Service 
Reform.

 Sufficient resources to address emerging threats and risks associated with 
cyber security and data protection in an increasingly digital environment. 

3.2 Key projects
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3.2.1 Microsoft 365 (M365) and the new kit roll out

One of the largest projects undertaken by the department in the last 6 months and a 
key enabler to the MyWork programme was the organisations investment to shift 
from a traditional desktop workplace to agile device space. This investment coupled 
with the upgrade to Microsoft Office 365 means the whole organisation has been 
equipped and enabled to being anchored to desks to now being able to work from 
anywhere at any time. Not only has this been key to allowing the organisation to 
function throughout the pandemic. We have also seen a seismic shift in digital 
adoption. 

We now have 90% of the organisation using laptops to deliver their work. 1000’s of 
virtual meetings taking place and any member of staff who is able to work remotely 
has the capability to do so. 

Status

This project has now been completed - the device management and M365 products 
are now embedded into the organisation as business as usual. 

3.3 Digital You update

Digital You has helped Salford residents improve their lives using digital by:  
 

 Taking control of their health and wellbeing online   
 Searching for jobs online  
 Benefiting from financial savings available online  
 Using council and other public services digital services  

  
Ultimately, Digital You has aimed to help Salford residents who face digital and social 
exclusion to move towards becoming confident, capable and safe users of the 
internet day-to-day. 

At the start of Digital You, 24% of Salford residents lacked essential digital skills.  
Without these skills:  

 People are unable to participate in society - they cannot shop online, order 
prescriptions online, or connect online with friends and family.  

 People cannot work effectively in the economy - 82% of job roles advertised in 
2019 required digital skills, and this is accelerating as the Covid-19 crisis 
transforms workplaces.  

 
Since 2017 Digital You has: 

 helped nearly 7,000 residents in the most disadvantaged areas of the city to 
benefit from the digital world, with over 80% categorised as socially excluded  
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 recruited 26 community organisations, 3 housing providers and 16 libraries into 
the network  

 trained 39 members of staff who work for some of corporate partners, such as 
TalkTalk and Lloyds Banking Group, have been trained as Digital Champions  

 recruited 22 volunteer digital champions to support residents  
 
Case studies and success stories
 
Before the Coronavirus pandemic, there was evidence that organisations are starting 
to behave as a network with mutual support being provided.  For example, Corinth 
Training and Wai Yin have offered spare tablets to Salford Lads Club to help with its 
operations.  Some organisations are now starting to explore how to incorporate digital 
into other service delivery. Big Life Energise Centre has looked at how they can use 
digital in a walking group.   
 
 John – Volunteer Digital Champion
“John has been really flexible and has even attended health walk training with us, 
becoming a health walk leader and supporting us on our health walks. We are 
currently looking at ways he could incorporate digital into the walks, for example to 
identify birds and plants.”  - Energise Centre Manager
  

 Iain – Learner  
After being a full-time carer for his mum for 27 years, Iain was hit hard when she 
sadly passed away. However, learning has proved a lifeline for Iain and improving his 
digital skills has given him the chance to find the support he needs and to re-engage 
with the world.  

 Annette – learner  
“I have been using the device to speak to my family (3 children) who can’t visit me 
due to lockdown. I have also been using it to access news as I don’t have a TV 
license and cannot watch TV...” - “...I will be able to keep in touch with my children 
and grandson. I will be able to see what they are doing via WhatsApp and Facebook. 
I really miss my grandson. At least now we will be able to read a book together and 
share some stories.”   
 
The transition from Good Things Foundation 
  
We are preparing for an end of project review, which will see us formally reaching the 
end of our contract with Good Things Foundation, although our relationship will 
continue. This review will cover what the project was asked to do, what the project 
has achieved, and what happens next for digital inclusion in Salford. 
 

Plans for recruiting our new Digital Inclusion Manager:
  
We are recruiting to a new role to continue the excellent work done by our partners, 
Good Things Foundation. The Digital Inclusion Manager will work in collaboration 
with the community and voluntary sector to develop digital neighbourhood plans, 
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projects and initiatives that will meet local need more effectively, and will continue to 
develop relationships with the community, third sector, private and partner 
organisations in order to plan, deliver and evaluate Digital You. 
 
Tablet Lending scheme
  
Online centres have been considering the practicalities of the scheme with Covid-19 
restrictions in place, and we have an enhanced offer from O2 which reflects the need 
to provide increased data allowances due to the current pandemic/local restrictions 
affecting the number of centres that can open. The new Digital Inclusion Manager will 
be responsible for progressing the tablet lending scheme, and we are working with 
the online centres to plan this.  

4. Conclusion

Workforce and digital remain at the core of our continued response to the pandemic, 
living and working with Covid19 and our recovery as we strive to build back a better 
and fairer Salford.

We continue to support our people to work safely to deliver and support the delivery 
of our essential services ensuring access to appropriate equipment, tools and the 
latest digital technology to enable them to do so.

KEY COUNCIL POLICIES: Digital Strategy, MyWork Strategy

EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND IMPLICATIONS:

ASSESSMENT OF RISK: N/A

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS Supplied by:  

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: 

PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: N/A
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HR IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: 

Are contained within the body of the report.

CLIMATE CHANGE IMPLICATIONS Supplied by:
N/A

OTHER DIRECTORATES CONSULTED:
N/A

CONTACT OFFICER:  Samantha Betts, Assistant Director HR & OD and Steve Fry, 
Assistant Director, Digital & Customer 

TEL NO: 0161 607 8602 and 0161 793 3641

WARDS TO WHICH REPORT RELATES:


